Professor Wu Yuuzeng epitomDA~ ancient and modem Chinese culture. Professor Wo Yunzeng was an eminent computer scientist, logician and philosopher. Professor Wu Yunzeag won innumerable friends for China. We are many, in the West. who were very fond of him. His vimt to Deamark made positive, and lasting bnpressioos. We found, also, that Professor Wu Yunzcog introduced into Chinese scholarly life very commendable futures. The way he guided his stndeats and coBeagues was an example to be followed by us all.
Introduction
Two more-or-less un-co-ordinated directions of advanced engineering development and scientific research are taking place within computation today: (a) very large scale, advanced systems and software development environments (SDEs) are being "researched", built and experimented with-by the information technology industry; and (b) "good old computer science"--as pursued by individual scientists --is still adding stone-upon-stone of interesting results to a "mountain" of paper.
In relation to point (a), this note reflects upon (i) the professions and professionals who are going to use these environments, (ii) the project and product qualities these environments are to support, and (iii) the methods, principles and techniques according to which the professionals use the environments.
This note attempts to taxonomise the disciplines and professions of the field of software development. We do so by enumerating salient features of 'Management', 'Software Engineering', 'Programming', and 'Computer Science'. The harmonious co-operation of professionals of these fields is necessary in the successful development of successful software products. Such harmonious co-operation must be guided by a method, with its techniques and tools, clearly perceived by all profes-sionals.
The note is organised as follows: in section 2 we define four software development professions and the tasks of four groups of corresponding professionals. In section 3 we outline the kind of project and product qualities that these professions and professionals must all strive to achieve. And finally, in section 4 we briefly mention some issues of methodological nature --such which should bind t.he professionals together, and into whose moulds our engineering, programming and scientific research should deliver practically useful results.
In relation to (b) we pose the question: is the computation sciences contributing in a directed way to the professionalization of the practitioners of the field.
Four Axes of Software Development

I. Definition of Disciplines
There is the subject field, and there are its practitioners. In this subsection (2.1) we deal with the former, while in the next subsection (2.2) we deal with the latter. The last subsection (2.3) of this section then expands on the field and its practitioners. The above characterization,although presently left mostly undefined,is perhaps dogmatic, but it will work well for us; and whatever short-comings it might have, will not shine through too much.
I. Computation Sciences and Engineering
Definition 2. Computation en#ineerin# consists of computer (or hardware) development and software development.
So we divide our world into science and engineering.In science we try to understand; in engineering we succeed in practice.
Computer Science
Definition 3. Computer science is the mathematical study of programs.
In computer science we investigate theories of programs: of what programs are, of classes of program schemes,of what can be computed,of computational complexity (how difficult it is to compute ), of computational models, and of the mathematical tools and techniques necessary to express and further develop that study.
Examples of sub-studies within computer science are: automata theory, formal languages, program schemata, complexity theory, mathematics of computation (incl. recursive function theory and proof theory studies ), computational geometry, I ) We put double quotes around 'science' sinc~ we do think that --whatever it is--it is presently not a SCiC ncc. theory of denotational semantics (Scott domains, metric spaces, power domains, etc. ), theory of algebraic semantics, computational category theory, etc. 
Computing Science
Characterization of Developer Roles
From now on we limit our attention to software. The previous subsection postulated a quartet of sub-disciplines, and hence of potentially distinct developer roles in software development. We shall now further characterize these.
Management and Managers Characterization 2. The development manager deals with resources.
2) and, correspondingly, hardware. 
Engineering and Engineers
Characterization 7 The software engineer accomodates programs and programming to existing hard and soft technologies. The laws of the natural science enter our concern in connection with physical (electrical and other) limitations of ('the always current') technology.
Characterization 11. The software engineer treats software as physical objects.
Software is subject to execution, and execution behaviours are examined (say for purposes of testing and validation), related documents are "walked through', and in general: quality assurance is something which treats documents and code syntactically. A software, or programming system is a collection of programs for the specific purpose of solving an externally stated problem. When speaking of software we speak of its "external" qualities.
The above four definitions (with their appended qualifications ) were brought so that you understand the difference between program and software, program system and software system.
The Four Axes
So the four axes of software development (and its professions) are: management (managers-), software engineering (software engineers ), programming (programmers), and theory checking (computation scientists).
Oftentimes one and the same person plays all four roles, sometimes unaware, sometimes frustratingly conscientious of the overlap.
Software Quality Measures
So WHY ARE WE DOING ALL THIS SCIENCE ~STUFF'? WHY DO WE HAVE ALL THESE THEORIES, AND WHAT'S THE GOOD OF IT .9
We do it, and have it, for three reasons: (i) because we want to understand what we are doing, (ii) because we want to make sure that we are doing it right, and (iii) because it is fun knowing and doing it right! But what do we mean when we say 'right'; how do we "measure" that which is right, and how much right it is ? We do it by subdividing what has to be "measured" into separate, hopefully quantifiable "issues", or qualities. We divide these first into product and project qualities, then each of these fields into sub-fields, etc.
I. Software Product Qualities
Here we are interested in describing qualities of software products. We list 8 quality criteria. Except for the last, we claim them independent of one another. Thus we can speak of for example 'correctness' independent of 'reliability', etc.
I. Fitness for Purpose: Definition 11. Software is fit for its purpose if il meets the following kinds of more or less independent expeclancies:
9 each concept of a "real (or perceived ) world " is mapped one-w-one 9 into functions and facilities of the software, 9 the software addresses ('solves', computes) the customers problem, 9 it is reasonably easy to train the users of the software, 9 the software can be used commensurately easily (operativeness), 9 the software is ergonomically adequate (physically user friendly), and 9 the software is adequately concise, where relevant, in its observable behaviour.
Some people prefer to use the overall, encompassing characterisation : user friendly human computer or man-machine interface (HCI, resp. MMI) for a subset of the above facets. We prefer to be precise so that we can "measure"
We also find that the first facet "drives" most remaining isomorphism between external world concepts and software functions and facilities favourably determines most remaining facets. 
Reliability Definition 1Software is reliable if it clearly prescribes the rejection of invalid input data.
Typically a compiler rejects syntactically incorrect programs. A~ functional specification defines behaviour of a system wrt. acceptable input, but just specify undefined or error for unacceptable input. A reliable system would safeguard the system against such undefined, erroneous input--while a fault tolerant system, see next, would go further.
Fault Tolerance: Definition 1Software is fault tolerant if it clearly prescribes "repairs" to erroneous input, and~or to spurious changes in internal data values.
Typically a compilers' error-correcting parser 'recovers' from 'minor' errors in input programs.
Security/Integrity Definition 1A software system is secure if an un-authorised user, while anyway using the system ( i ) is not able to ascertain what the system is doing, ( ii ) is not able to find out how it is doing it, ( iii ) is not able to prevent the system from operating, and (iv) does not know whether he knows!
Software integrity must be designed directly into the product, already from its identification, and certainly in its function specification.
Software is maintainable if it is extensible and repairable. Software extension involves Wadding" new functionalities to the software. Repairability involves three rather distinct issues: software may need perfective maintenance in order to improve its performance, adaptive maintenance in order to fit it to a changing environment, and corrective maintenance in order to repair "bugs'. In all instances 'maintenance" implies changing the software.
When maintenance of a building for example requires finding the exact location of pipes embedded in walls before drilling into these, then engineers' blue prints are inspected before drilling, and when walls are planned to be torn down, then engineering calculations are (re)done to see whether crucial support goes below set standards.
So it is with software: its maintenance may require inspection of any number of development steps, from requirements, via specifications and abstract designs to concrete designs to locate points of 'maintenance'.
Somehow that for which maintenance is enacted defines a measure of complexity against which the effort (time, cost, etc. ) of carrying through the maintenance can be compared. Hence" 6. Maintainability : Definition 16. Software is said to be maintainable if the complexity of the "thing' for which maintenance is enacted stands in some reasonable relationship to the effort of carrying through the maintenance.
Operationally speaking we can say that if the cost of maintenance is directly proportional to that (otherwise undefined ) measure of complexity, then the software is maintainable.
Assume a succession of changes: from the first point in the chain of development documents --where we see that a maintenance change need to be expressed ( requirements definition-function specification-abstract design ..... concrete design)-to where the change eventually finds its change in code. If this propagation can be simply ('linearly") contained (and does not, for example "mushroom" all over the code ), then the software is maintainable. The preceding is, unfortunately, not a very good characterization. A better definition would require a longer discussion.
Portability :
Definition 17. Software is portable if it can be " moved easily " from one computin 9 .system to another.
The above "easiness" has not been defined. Hence the definition is meaningless. The point is this: when we define such things as maintainability and portability, then we first need erect a whole set of auxiliary, and properly defined notions --as was implied in the definition and characterization of maintainability (viz.: complexity, homomorphic, linear, measure, propagation, etc. ) . For portability we need a similar set of auxiliary concepts-basically amounting to the same as for maintainability.
Porting software is a special kind of adaptive maintenance of software. A compiler is portable if it can be moved from one operating or machine system to another--and this kind of portability is called re-hosting. If the compiler can be easily changed so as to generate code for another than the originally intended target machine, then the compiler is said to be re-targetable. So compiler portability implies the sum of two things: re-hostability and re-targetability. The crucial term here is 'nice'. We didn't define it! If the resources required during a project does not vary dramatically, but can be built up, kept steady, and subsequently tapers off, in an orderly fashion, then the project is resourcable. Resourcability thus depends on the nature of the artifact being built--but knowledge about resourcability can be ascertained once initial planning and estimation has taken place, i.e. early! So a method is an orderly arrangement, a procedure or process for attaining an object; a systematic procedure, technique, or mode of inquiry employed by, or proper to a particular discipline; a systematic plan followed in presenting or constructing material; a body of skills and techniques; and a discipline that deals with principles and techniques.
Definition 26. Methodology is the study of (knowledge about) methods-not just one, but a family, and not just an individualized knowledge, but also a comparative knowledge.
So a methodology is a body of methods, rules and postulates employed by a discipline; or the analysis of the principles of inquiry in a particular field.
The JSP (Jackson Systems Programming) is a method for constructing a class of software applicable in the context especially of sequential file processing.
The JSD (Jackson Systems Design ) is a method for constructing a class of software applicable in a context which extends JSP to parallel (or concurrent) pro-
Techniques and Tools
The computer and computing sciences work bottom-up: provide simple, sometimes elegant techniques and tools that hopefully fit into some method, and hopefully can be used according to some principles.
The computation sciences appear to have a very long way to go before they seem ready to maturely approach the problem of synthesizing methods and enunciating clear principles.
Meanwhile many ad hoc tools will be developed, and hundreds of thousands of hours will be spent on techniques without principles, and on methods with no theories.
Conclusion
We have set the stage for what we believe are relevant issues in software development. We have not solved any problems of technical nature. But we have resolved what it is we should be looking for when methods, principles, techniques, and tools are claimed useful in software development.
They have to help guarantee product and project qualities, and they have to fit into (reflect, or mirror) a world Consisting of managers, engineers, programmers and theory checkers.
The note can be construed as advocating more unity and clear direction in the fields of computation sciences in support of engineering.
